
DAG 
Insights

In today’s fast-paced world, technology leaders are pulled in so many different directions, it’s hard 
to prepare for digital transformation.  And with all the uncertainty in the economy, markets and  
cybersecurity, it’s no wonder CIOs feel the need to regain control of their environment,  
particularly hybrid workloads in their data centers and the cloud.

PREPARE FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

One reason tech leaders don’t have control is because they don’t have visibility into the things that 
could help them more efficiently manage their applications and assets, cut costs, reduce risk and 
prepare for change.  

What if you could visualize every vulnerability in your IT environment, and know the severity 
of each one so you can take action?

What if you could see resource waste, insufficient redundancy and unnecessary overlap of IT 
resources, so you reduce operating expenses and lower your total cost of ownership?

What if you could improve your understanding of your data center and workload weaknesses,  
reducing the risk of IT failure and business interruption?

YOU CAN’T CONTROL WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE

Introducing DAG InsightsTM, a comprehensive assessment in an easy-to-read dashboard that 
delivers insights to help you plan for digital transformation.  After a DAG Insights assessment,  
you can: 

See everything you have, it’s health, where it’s operating, how it’s connected and who  
owns it

Know when to retire, consolidate or migrate workloads and assets based on  
inter-dependencies and business impact

Quickly address vulnerabilities, enabling you to successfully mitigate business risks

NOW YOU CAN

Be prepared for digital transformation, or any kind of 
change in the industry, markets or organization.



VULNERABILITY SCAN

APPLICATION DEPENDENCY MAPPING
Provides flexibility in how you want to see the data, based on what you’re trying  
to accomplish

Visualizes severity in a way that allows you to take action 

Lists by priority the vulnerabilities requiring immediate remedial solutions

Highlights the complexity of the remediation solutions to be applied helping to manage  
operational time better

Helps you confidently plan for digital transformation

Know the full impact of workload downtime

Plan for needed redundancy, ensuring accessibility to vital applications

Identify any possible risk to high availability

Easily see which applications and devices are interdependent on one another, so  
you know before you decide

Intelligently sequence workload changes dependent on your business priorities

Minimize unnecessary downtime and business interruptions

Map single or multiple applications at once, giving you the flexibility to work the way  
you want

Filter by site, application type and business unit to drill down to the details that  
matter to you



Map single or multiple applications at once, giving you the flexibility to work the way  
you want

Filter by site, application type and business unit to drill down to the details that  
matter to you

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Detailed inventory reports on compute, storage and network capacity, helping you to  
allocate resources, plan budgets, execute purchasing and more 

Complete reports on operating software versions and licenses currently in use to allow  
for upgrades, renewals and optimization to right-size your licensing needs

Operating system disposition with recommendations that affect transformation  
and migrations

Recommendations on cloud readiness including detailed reports on servers ready to be 
migrated into the cloud

Maps out a comprehensive migration plan from end-to-end, giving you peace of mind for a 
flawless execution

MIGRATION RECOMMENDATIONS

DAG Insights leverages the accuracy and authority of an organic discovery, acting as a 
single source of truth for your data center and workloads

DAG Insights works in harmony with – not in competition with – existing enterprise  
applications, including your DCIM, seamlessly providing you with the visibility you need 
control your environment

No other solution delivers so much business intelligence all in one easy-to-read dashboard

THE DAG INSIGHTS DIFFERENCE
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Visit us at www.dataagilitygroup.com 
or contact us for a free consultation

How ready is your 
organization for digital 
transformation?  


